
Theresa Behenna is a motivational keynote speaker and acclaimed international
pianist that has been helping people upgrade their thinking, improve
communications and deliver excellent customer service since 1998. Her
entertaining, upbeat programs provide a unique learning experience for audiences
that have resulted in positively memorable events for associations and corporate
giants like EXXONMOBIL that wrote: “Your keynote presentation was engaging,
inspiring, practical and funny!” 
Theresa’s passion and spontaneous humor stem from over 20 years as a
professional entertainer that began as a piano player in a pub in her native
country Australia and culminated in performing at the 2006 Olympics in Torino.
Traveling the world as a musician/small business owner, Theresa’s experience in
communicating with different cultures, adapting to changing markets and
appearing before celebrities, gives her the distinct ability to combine practical
content with dynamic entertainment to produce positive change.
Oh wait. Theresa is funny too. She shares hilarious compelling stories, plays an
amazing piano and involves audiences in fun exercises that maximizes
engagement, increases memory retention, relieves stress, energizes and uplifts
attendees…..no worries, Mate!
As a member of the National Speakers Association, Theresa won the John Wolfe
Award for speaking excellence in 2007 and served on the Houston board for many
years. 
Her piano CD “Songs for Friends” is a popular selling album of Broadway hits, soft
rock and movie themes.
Theresa lives in Houston where she has yet to sound anything like a Texan ‘coz
she’s too busy putting another shrimp on the Barbie. 
To book Comedian Theresa Behenna call Executive Speakers Bureau at 800-754-9...

Testimonials

Theresa Behenna

Thank you for an excellent presentation! We were uplifted by the music and
motivated by your message. I especially liked how you involved us throughout
the whole program making it relevant to our group.

- COSERV Electric Co-op.

I was blown away with your presentation! I particularly liked the way you mixed
music, humor, content and motivation while having active audience
participation. Your content put things in perspective for what’s going on in my
life right now. Thank you for keeping us INVOLVED and ENGAGED the entire time!

- GEORGIA ASSOCIATION OF HEALTHCARE UNDERWRITERS.
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